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This paper aims to first investigate the construction of Neal Cassady as a culture hero in Jack Kerouac’s novel On the Road. How does this Dean, this Moriarty signify as a Westerner, a kinsman, a con-man and a confidante – vis-à-vis the observer, Sal(vatore) Paradise, whose name seems to signal both the saving agent of and the end-place for this palimpsest of Conan Doyle’s evil genius, Moriarty? Clearly he seems at the outset an angel sent to deliver Sal of suffocating domesticity – but he is to fail in this endeavour – why?

Secondly, one might ask:  how does the ‘real’ Neal compare to Kerouac’s literary construct? What little we have of Cassady’s writing (The Yage Letters, Collected Letters and The First Third) could be examined along with what remains of Cassady’s legendary gift of the gab – the world’s greatest talker on tape and in transcription. In this part I will only touch briefly upon the Neal persona of The First Third, and the ‘monologic’ Neal of Tom Wolfe’s The Electric Cool Aid Acid Test. 

Thirdly, one might ask: what further layers of textualization and mythology are added by Carolyn Cassidy’s memoirs, biographies such as William Plummer’s The Holy Goof and Sandison and Vickers’s later work Neal Cassady – The Fast Life of a Beat Hero? This would complete a three-part textualization process of Neal Cassady’s life moving from fictional characterization, via auto-biography and letter-writing to supposedly factual biographical accounts, and I believe it would take us back to the opposite pole of Kerouac’s association of Cassady with the road, sex, freedom - it. Rather Cassady in both his autobiography and in Carolyn’s hagiography is reinserted in the domestic sphere as a man with a family tree as well as a living, proper family. However, given the theme of this conference, I will devote most of my time to the investigation of the first, On the Road-related layer, or movement from Cassady to Moriarty.


Paradise Lost? 

What to make of Jack Kerouac's novel On the Road, which in its edited and first published form came to feature characters with such overdetermined names as "Sal [short for 'Salvatore'] Paradise" and "Dean Moriarty". Contrary to what one might expect with one angelic and holy-sounding name and another echoing the evil criminal mastermind of Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories, as well as that other young, recently dead Dean – James Dean, these  two are not embroiled in a Miltonian antagonistic struggle, but are each other's best friends, soul mates, even missing halves. And yet - they do not escape betrayals and separation from each other at the end. In Sal we find a protagonist looking for new beginnings and displacing a past that has made him miserable, sick, weary, even dead. Sal narrates:

I first met Dean not long after my wife and I split up. I had just gotten over a serious illness that I won't bother to talk about, except that it had something to do with the miserably weary split-up. And my feeling that everything was dead. With the coming of Dean Moriarty began the part of my life you could call my life on the road. (Kerouac, 1957:7)
I shall dwell at some length on this rather ominous beginning. The narrator is caught in the insoluble paradox of having to say that he doesn't want to say certain things, thereby already saying too much. And he will come to learn that there is no escaping from his illnesses and misery, since every standstill off the road bring them back. But what of Kerouac's protagonist’s "feeling that everything was dead"? Sal is finished with the life of a married man, and ready to embark on another life (on the road), but this time with another man as the most important figure in his life. 
He does attempt a form of heterosexual domesticity with Terry, a Mexican girl, but rather perfunctorily dumps her after a week or so of mixing with this "Fellahin" member of the salt of the Earth, "a Pachuco wildcat" (86), and other "wild-buck Mexican hotcat[s]" (88). Other than that the domesticity in Sal's life is represented by his aunt, on whom he can always rely for shelter from "life on the road" and financial aid to get off the road and come home. Thus Sal has a safe, conventional refuge available to him, and while he claims to be the happiest when among his male friends, in reality he is better off with the maternal figure in his life, his aunt. 
Still, a male-bonding, moving utopia is constructed by Kerouac's novel (life on the road becomes "the road is life" (199)). Dean’s first, or should that be second, coming is thus associated with a return to life, a replenishment and cure for sickness. In fine, at the beginning it is Sal who needs saving and Dean who is cast as the long awaited saviour.
Looking more closely at the role of Dean, as we are introduced to him in the initial Kerouac quote, it is evident that he is presented both as a direct substitute for the wife of Sal, first as the direct successor in time "not long after", and also much in the same manner that one would expect the next woman to enter Sal's life, as the remedy, albeit temporary, of Sal's depression and existential crisis. Secondly, the sound of the phrase "the coming of Dean Moriarty" seems to signal a rather portentous event, not unlike some religious comings or even second comings, certainly signifying new beginnings. But yet, the past tense narration, inevitably gestalts a feeling in the reader that the "life you could call my life on the road" is already past and over at the time of telling, a gestalt which the completed reading of the novel indeed bears out.
After the setting of the past desiring erasure, and the future (perfect) waiting to be lived by Sal has been established, the whirlwind narrative of Sal's many roads begins. The rest of the novel is taken up with motion and talk as the protagonists pendulate back and forth across the North American continent in search for something indefinable known to them and us only as "IT", the thing to have, or "kicks", sensuous enjoyment. Because Sal has assumed the passive role of passenger and observer to Dean’s wild talk and driving, it is clear that Dean is the carrier of the secret insight which will save Sal from himself, if only a way can be found to transmit this knowledge.
After several futile east-west-east crossings (where it turns out that although Dean is a kinsman of the West, the west is no better than the rest), through a gallery of minor characters which tend to either be representatives of the common man, down and out or downright bumming around, or of more 'primitive' races such as Mexicans or Afro-Americans, the characters embark on the ultimate road which is to take them south into the unspoiled heart of darkness, the Mexican jungle. This quest also ends in sickness and betrayal and the characters then separate and Sal is left to muse over the state of God ("don't you know that God is Pooh Bear?" (Kerouac, 1957:291), and realizing that "nobody, nobody knows [echoing a well-known Negro spiritual] what's going to happen to anybody" (291), and that lost fathers can never be found.
Thus the novel does not indicate any permanent escape from the "miserable weary split-up[s]" of the opening quote, but at best a passing of time filled with homo-social bonding while waiting around to grow old and die. This world-weariness is contradicted throughout the novel by the breathlessness and insistence of the prose it is narrated in, which occasions us to query whether the haste of the narrative might not be a large scale displacement of the fear of old age and death. In that query we may benefit from looking at the micro-thematics as found primarily in dialogue scenes between Dean and Sal and other hipster friends. We shall investigate the thematics formed by items of lingo such as 'blow', 'hip', 'dig', 'gone' and 'beat', as well as the thematic significance of attaining 'it' or 'it'-ness and of 'knowing time'. These thematics add up to themes of questing (for meaning), remembering, talking and suffering, and are inscribed in a wistful eulogy to madness as the ultimate state of illumination.
The feeling of being in a mad hurry is reflected in the thematics of the novel, where several scenes feature Dean and other characters trying to catch up in their talk with the sensory impressions they have gathered on their tours across America, or emotions felt during their relationships (see f. ex. Part 1, chapter 8, where Dean and Carlo meticulously rehearse every motive behind every emotion and act they have shared the previous week, until Sal is exhausted from just listening and cries out to them to "Stop the machine" (50).
The machine of language is of course unstoppable within the novel, which is, of course, in its own right a machine of language too. Part of the project of the novel is also explicitly that of recording in a visionary form the events it is based on in Kerouac's life. Therefore the writing forms a dense web of recollections, set down in an attempt to preserve them before they are forgotten and lost forever. Kerouac explicitly engaged in this Proustian search for time lost, and cast himself in the role of the great recorder, "Memory Babe". Because the novel attempts such a spontaneous, non-revised act of recording, it is filled with dialogue and street speech set down faithfully (probably this was what prompted Truman Capote to dismiss the novel as "typing, not writing"). Kerouac's characters use a very limited vocabulary with a few phrases repeated with minute context and inflection shifts to produce a whole gamut of meanings. This is a characteristic feature of subcultural language use, or argot.
Kerouac's narrator explicitly frames the people who perform these speech acts within a context of madness and artistic expression. The best known passage in the entire novel establishes the link between self-expression and madness as a positive valorization:  
            [T]he only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of everything at the same time, the ones who never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn like fabulous yellow roman candles exploding like spiders across the stars and in middle you see the blue centrelight pop and everybody goes 'Awww!' What did they call such young people in Goethe's Germany? (11)
  
It is noteworthy, thematically, that here living, talking and being saved are paralleled and equated. These linkages are reiterated later in the novel's key scenes in terms of formulating the 'beat' philosophy. The metaphor of the Roman candle is also noteworthy for its raising of the gestalt in the reader of what happens to a Roman candle when it is burned out and extinguished. This gestalt is very much re-activated when Dean in the final scenes has lost his sparkle and cannot talk anymore. Note also how Kerouac lets his narrator evoke literary tradition by referring to Goethe's Germany and bringing the origins of the Bildungsroman genre to mind.

We turn now to some distinct phrases that recur in On the Road to the extent of attaining mantra-like effects on the reader, triggering both recognition and after a while deadening the reader to the initial novelty of the phrases. This effect is similar to the function of riffs and licks in popular or jazz music. The riff is familiar, recognizable and repeated and serves as an anchor for both the performer and listener, and can prepare both for changes in key, tempo and structure of the piece. The idea of riffing over a theme plays a key role in Kerouac's spontaneous bop prose ideal.
 
All items on the list of micro-thematic markers fetched from the hipster vocabulary are interconnected by their origin in descriptions of music and listening behaviour. To 'blow', to be 'hip', to 'dig' something, to be 'gone' and be 'beat', as well as the thematic significance of attaining 'it' or 'it'-ness and of 'knowing time', all can be reduced to a circle of significance related to music. To 'blow' means to perform music (on horns, as most jazz soloists do), or in derivation to improvise wildly in some other medium. People who 'blow' are by definition 'hip' as are the people who know how to understand and appreciate good 'blowing' properly. Derivates include the hipster or hepcat, who is a subcultural in-group member, who understands the whole beat codex. When you really appreciate something you 'dig' it, in the sense that you do not stay on the surface of the phenomenon but work to penetrate and comprehend it and its depths. If you 'dig' deep enough you might actually be 'gone', as in a 'real gone chick', the highest praise of someone's cultural aficion attainable. The gone-ness can be attained by someone who is truly 'beat' in the triple sense of being attuned to the beat of the music or talk going on, as well as 'beat' in the sense of down and out and not caring about that anymore, but thirdly also 'beat' as a root meaning of beatific, saintly. ("The root, the soul of beatific." (Kerouac, 1957:184)) Truly beat people will have 'it', will be so far 'gone' to have grasped 'it' and become one with 'it'. A wild jazz musician may suddenly attain it, when riffing on one golden note, or a writer may attain it when he speaks the pure truth. Such people will 'know time', in the sense that they will keep true time to the 'beat' (in music or text), and in the added sense that they will have understood the mysteries of time, ageing and dying, and come to terms with the suffering of all living things trapped in time. Come to terms with dying. 
 We first hear about 'blowing' when Sal is just at the beginning of his road and finds himself in Chicago, with a night to spend listening to jazz. He comments that "The fellows at the Loop blew, but with a tired air" (17). Still he sums up the role of bop music for his peer group:

And as I sat there listening to that sound of the night which bop has come to represent for all of us, I thought of all my friends from one end of the country to the other and how they were really all in the same vast backyard doing something so frantic and rushing-about. (17)
 Thus bop has become the overt sign that signifies the group's entire lifestyle and bonding together, as well as a sign that carries the same essential signification as the thing it stands for, the frantic activity of bop is parallel to the frantic activity and speed of the peer group. The frantic nature of 'blowing' is epitomized in the scene in part 3, chapter 4, where Dean and Sal hear "a wild tenor man bawling horn" (185) and run over to 'dig' him. In this scene all the micro-thematics melt together: The audience are exhorting the man "Go, go, go" (185), Dean is screaming "Blow, man, blow" (185), and the conclusion is that:
  
[T]he tenorman had it [Kerouac's emphasis] and everybody knew he had it. Dean was clutching his head in the crowd, and it was a mad crowd. They were all urging that tenorman to hold it and keep it with cries and wild eyes. (185)
  
Later in another club a similar epiphany is offered (the trip to this other club is also transacted as a form of 'blowing': "He hunched over the wheel and blew the car clear across Frisco without stopping once, seventy miles an hour, right through traffic and nobody even noticed him, he was so good." (189) This is just one of many feats of driving - usually, but not here, performed by Dean, who drives the way he talks, performing 'it'-ness) especially for a random audience member, who enters the club "yelling 'Blowblowblow!', and stumbled upstairs, almost falling on his face, and blew the door open [...] screaming 'Blow for me, man, blow!'" (189). The frenzy of the scene is sustained over several pages of attempted transcription of the riffs of the music "'ta-tup-taderrara ... ta-tup-tader-rara'" (189) etc. All this serves as a form of catharsis or sexual release for the characters before they head off on another road trip. 
At the beginning of this road trip we have a key scene for the 'beat' philosophy of the novel. Dean wants to summarize: "'Now, man, that alto man last night had IT - he held it once he found it.'" (194) Sal wants to analyze:
  
I wanted to know what 'IT' meant. 'Ah well' - Dean laughed - 'now you're asking me impon-de-rables - ahem! Here's a guy and everybody's there, right? Up to him to put down what's on everybody's mind [...] he rises to his fate and has to blow equal to it. All of a sudden somewhere in the middle of the chorus he gets it - everybody looks up and knows; they listen; he picks it up and carries. Time stops. He's filling empty space with the substance of our lives, confessions of his bellybottom strain, remembrance of ideas, rehashes of old blowing. [...] Dean could go no further; he was sweating telling about it. (194)
  
Of course, it is clear that Dean is looking for 'it' to perform 'it' in his very telling or definition of 'it', but he falters. Nevertheless Sal grasps it, and the talk takes off from there until their talk blends in perfect choruses of jazz like improvisation. "Dean and I both swayed to the rhythm and the IT of our final excited joy in talking and living" (196). Dean ecstatically concludes: "'[W]e know what IT is and we know TIME and we know that everything is really FINE.'" (196) The chapter concludes: "[T]he road is life." (199)

Thus this chapter accomplishes a set of couplings of the micro-thematics culled from speech habits and phrases, to a deeper theme of a philosophical nature. 'It' becomes synonymous with the life force itself. Talking and living become directly coupled to one another, and the mechanism that pairs them is "joy". Joy on its part is only attainable through excitement and the rhythm that is the prerequisite for reaching it in/through music. Thus it is all different expressions of the life force, and the key to life is "knowing time". When you know time, you have 'it', when you have 'it', "time stops". The stopping of time, which is equal to the knowing of time is the ultimate goal of life, and since the road is life, there can be no goal other than motion along the road in time. These operations of equations all add up to the beat philosophy as evinced by Dean Moriarty.

Dean has been privy to this unitary philosophy all along, whereas Sal has been slow in becoming initiated into the church of 'it'. Dean has attempted once before to bring the knowledge to Sal, when he has met a character called Rollo Greb. Dean enthuses about him to Sal:

'I want to be like him. He's never hung-up, he goes every direction, he lets it all out, he knows time, he has nothing to do but rock back and forth. Man, he's the end! You see, if you go like him all the time you finally get it.'
'Get what?'
'IT! IT! I'll tell you - now no time, we have no time now.' (121-122)
  
Of course, here Sal understands nothing, but we might note some further extensions of the 'it'-ness of an almost apocalyptic nature. The man who knows time and has 'it' is also "the end". The end in both senses, as 'the goal' and 'the conclusion', presumably. Thus, Dean has a complete religious philosophy complete with salvation, resurrection and an afterlife. It doesn't matter that Sal Paradise is temporarily 'lost' as to the meaning of this philosophy, he will eventually be initiated into it, but also transcend it as any disciple must do to become his own master. And Sal chooses to renounce the church of 'it', and instead follow the path of the Beatific, the path that leads to knowing that "God is Pooh Bear", that all is suffering, and that the road may be life, but that all roads come to an end, and that we all come to the end of the road. The last time Sal meets Dean, "Dean couldn't talk any more and said nothing" (290), thus having lost it all, life, time, 'it'. 

This figuration of Cassady in the Dean-persona thus ends with a rejection on the part of Kerouac’s narrator. The salvation of Sal via speed, talk, the acts of a con-man and a holy goof does not occur, and Dean is left by the wayside, much as Neal ended up following those railroad tracks in Mexico all by himself. Before it comes to that there are two more texts to discuss in the spectrum of life writing genres we have in our corpus: First there is Cassady’s own attempt at autobiography in The First Third, and second, there is another stint of cultural heroism for Cassady to perform, as described in Tom Wolfe’s book of New Journalism, The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test. 

In the first of these texts, Cassady’s laboriously constructed and never completed autobiography; the reader is inevitably disappointed if his only intro to Neal has been through the speed of Dean as narrated in On the Road. The First Third seems almost unable to begin, let alone end, constructed as it is as a multigenerational back-story of first Cassady’s patrilineage, followed meticulously by the account of his mother’s side of the saga. The difference is clear: Cassady’s text suffers from an omniscient narrator who never withholds any evidence, and he much too rarely let’s go of the control of the text to let his characters speak. Even the attempts at dialogue are wooden, much as Kerouac discovered his and Cassady’s taped dialogue to be when he transcribed it too literally without narratorial intervention in the pages of Visions of Cody. The Cassady of The First Third is a character in a badly written, plodding, historical novel, robbed of his expressive powers by his own narrator.

The Cassady we encounter in Wolfe’s narrative, which is as fast-paced as any Kerouac novel, is a tragic figure. Stunted by drugs, Cassady who drives the bus for Kesey’s Merry Pranksters, is already a relic of the past, a remnant from the previous generation of hipsters, the Beats – seen by their successors, the Hippies, as a grandfatherly figure. However, as at the end of On the Road, he has no wisdom to impart. He is reduced to a physical body, seen juggling sledge hammers, while sweating and muttering incomprehensibly to himself. He has given up on dialogic conversation, realizing that no-one can keep up with his associations and compulsions. Therefore what is left is a monologic Neal, all sound and fury, signifying nothing. The Hippies tolerate him, using his driving skills, and Kesey, their leader and prophet, uses his cultural caché, such as it is: the inherited ‘IT’ of On the Road’s Holy con-man, Holy Goof, Dean lends credibility to his own LSD-fuelled quest for the Holy Grail. And Wolfe as the recorder of this freak-show reduces Cassady even further to a generational sign-post, making little or no effort to transcribe his words into a voice in the book.

I’ll stop the chain of textualization of Cassady here, and only briefly re-iterate that the strictly biographical and post-humous texts on Cassady, return his voice to him, but rob him of his speed, and his road-prowess, by re-domesticating him as a family man. Carolyn Cassady’s interest in doing this is obvious as she sees her job as one of protecting Neal’s legacy and giving her children some sort of father figure. One can only wonder what the agenda of the other, supposedly neutral biographers may have been, but this lies outside the scope of today’s paper…
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